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1. Who Is Irishman Dr Mike Ryan, The Executive Director Of The World Health

Organisation ? 🧵 1/21

Many of you will be familiar with Dr Ryan. He has frequently appeared in TV clips

and has been beamed into millions of households not only in Ireland but around the

world.

2. Originally from � he has practically spent his whole working life within the WHO

and has risen up through the ranks. The most important fact to note though is that

he has worked with The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation who are also the 2nd

biggest contributor to the WHO.

3. The BMG Foundation since 2004 has funded the WHO 993 times. Whatever that

amount of money comes to Dr Ryan knows where his bread is buttered. He better do

as he is told or else.
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4. Also of note is the fact that he is the face of the WHO. To be brutally honest Dr

Ryan is not exactly a picture of health. For somebody in such a prestigious position

you would assume the front person would be at the very least “healthy looking”.

5. I would have thought the clue lies in the H of the WHO which stands for HEALTH.

Being a Doctor he would also know the importance of healthy eating and the role it

has to play in recovering if you get COVID.

6. Never once has that been mentioned by the WHO in any of the press conferences

that have been given. The majority of these underlying health conditions could have

been improved by making these most basic of recommendations.

7. You can also be sure he knows about the role of Vitamin D in keeping people

healthy. After all he is a Doctor. We have also heard no mention of the 2 drugs that

have been used successfully in the treatment of COVID. Wonder why ?

8. Maybe that has something to do with new 💉 being launched which could only

have got emergency use approval if the other 2 drugs couldn’t treat COVID.

Dr Ryan first shot to prominence back on October 19th 2020 at Event 201.

9. Partners involved in Event 201 were The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, The

World Economic Forum and The Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security (funded

by the Rockefeller Foundation)
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10. 6 weeks before the outbreak at 201, Dr Ryan said

“The scenario you are presented with this morning could easily become one shared

reality one day. I fully expect that we will be confronted by a fast moving highly lethal

pandemic of a respiratory pathogen”

How did he know

11. In March 2020, the same Dr Ryan basically said "We're coming to your house,

seizing your children and "isolating" them in a safe and dignified manner" Not a

good idea Mike. People don't respond well when you threaten to take their kids

foxnews.com/opinion/tucker…

12. Back on June 16TH 2020 he even said “The worst thing that can happen now for

the economy is not an extension of the current lockdowns, its a repeated series of

lockdowns done in an uncoordinated way. That would be more damaging to the

economy in the long run”

13. He knew back then and he knows now. And look where we are.

youtube.com/watch?v=9BIVYp…

14. In November good old RTE got Mike on the blower for an interview. He uttered

these famous words ‘We don’t want to see a third wave, massive closures and

lockdowns, and our hospitals under pressure.’

15. Word in your ear Mike. We didn’t even have a second wave and the hospitals

were never under pressure. We had a casedemic. The media would never lie about

that of course.

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/tucker-carlson-there-has-to-be-a-more-balanced-course-on-coronavirus-than-the-one-were-on-now
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16. He also said there was a “risk that the numbers will bounce back when society

opens up” 

There is a risk when you constantly test the same people multiple times and increase

the PCR level to 45. When you want to reduce the numbers, just dial it back. It’s not

rocket science.

17. On December 29th 2020, we got what can only be called a “veiled threat” from Dr

Ryan where he said this pandemic is “not necessarily the big one”. Does he know

something we don't ?

irishtimes.com/news/health/co…

18. Many organisations seem to think that he is doing a great job. Trocaire, an Irish

charity recently awarded Dr Ryan an international award for his work with the

WHO. 🙄 
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Dr Mike Ryan of the World Health Organization says there 
is a risk that the numbers will bounce back when society 
opens up. ‘We don’t want to see a third wave, massive 
closures and lockdowns, and our hospitals under 
pressure.’ | Read more: bit.ly/3nX08zK
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irishpost.com/news/irishman-…

19. Most recently Dr Ryan has said that "it is all our interest to ensure that we

support poorer nations in receiving vaccines".

This has nothing to do with caring about poorer nations.

20. We can see how the WHO has failed them over the years. This is just posturing

and trying to portray the WHO in a positive light. The reality is they are in bed with

Big Pharma and dance to their tune as well as the The Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation.

21. In the years to come Dr Ryan will not come out of this "pandemic" smelling of

roses. He has done more harm than good. He is yet another Irishman who has given

his country a bad name. And that list is not a short one.
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It's not enough to be proud of this man, or to cheer his 
words. Is there one Minister with the guts to publicly 
propose that this becomes Irish government policy?
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